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Mastering shortcuts for Ableton Live is an important skill to make your writing and production sessions more fluid, maintaining creative flow and more easily executing your ideas as they come to mind (and into your hands). For beginners, this list and PDF is also an excellent resource to learn the key features of Ableton Live. For advanced
manufacturers, we've boldly added new labels added to Live 10. ENTER DETAILS TO DOWNLOAD PDF VERSIONS Ableton Live 10 Keyboard Labels Bold - new or updated in Live 10 Tab Toggle Sessions / Arrangement view ⇧ tab ⇧ device switch tab/clip view (Remember 'SLIMBORG') ⌘⌥ ⇧ The S CTRL-ALT-S sends ⌘⌥ L
CTRL-ALT-L Lower Section (aka Detail View) ⌘⌥ I CTRL-ALT-I Entry/Exit Routing Panel ⌘⌥ M CTRL-ALT-M Mixer ⌘⌥ CTRL-ALT-B Browser ⌘⌥ O CTRL-ALT-O Review ⌘⌥ R CTRL-ALT-R Returns ⌘⌥ G CTRL-ALT-G Groove Pool ⇧⌘W ⇧CTRL-W Running Second Window ⌘⌥ P CTRL -ALT-P Plug-in box (for non-Ableton
plugins) - hides/shows selected device ⌘⌥ V CTRL-ALT-V Video box (should be video on the agreement viewing deadlines first) ⌘, CTRL-, Preferences ⌘ F CTRL-F Browser Search → → Preview of selected Esc Stop browser item when viewing selected browser item Return Return Load , selected browser element, on the track - Hot
swap selected device (when the device is on the way). Hit No again after booting 1.2.3 ... 7 1,2,3... 7 Assign the color of the selected browser item (adds an item to the collection) 0 0 Remove all colors from the selected browser item (removes the item from all collections) Fn ← Home Move insert marker to the beginning of the Space
Space Play timeline (from the beginning or from the insertion marker, or from the beginning of the selection) Space pause ⇧ Space ⇧ Space Un-pause ⌥ Space Then pause ⌘⇧ F CTRL⇧ F Scroll display follow the playback F9 F9 Record for the arrangement of the F10 F10 Back to arrangement - zoom - zoom - zoom - increase -
increase the selected clip / ⇧ time ⇧ Do it again to increase all the way out of the ⌥ scrolling ALT-scroll to increase the height of the selected Track (location of view) S Add up the height of all tracks (location of view) Remember it: BRAS zomz B switch drawing mode (for programming within MIDI clips or drawing automation) R R
Reverse selected sound - in the arrangement of viewing only automation A (hide/show) - in the location of the view only S S Fold height of all tracks (location) - Increase the selected clip/time (then ⇧ to zoom in) in viewing location or detailed viewing 0 (zero) 0 (zero) deactivate (clips, tracks, devices, notes M M Toggle computer keyboard
MIDI - Hot swap of selected device (when the device is on the way). Return, q ⌘ M CTRL-M midi card mode - assign MIDI controller to any purple shaded parameter ⌘ K CTRL-K Key card mode - assign the key to Orange Shaded Option ⌘ T CTRL-T Insert a new audio current ⌘⇧ TRL CTL⇧ T Insert new midi track ⌘ I CTRL-I Insert a
new scene (in the form of a session) ⌘⌥ T CTRL-ALT-T Insert a new reverse track d-click Create a new midi clip (in Slot clip viewing session or on the timeline of viewing arrangements) ⌘⇧ I CTRL-ALT-I Capture and embed the scene Creates a new scene from currently playing clips ⌘⇧ C CTRL⇧ C Capture MIDI (if you forgot to hit
the record during a jamming) ⌘⇧ S CTRL⇧ S Save Live Set As ... (new name and/or version number) ⌘⇧ R CTRL⇧ R Export your song or choice. Select Export as audiofight, mp3 and/or video ← → ← → Move selected clip left/right ⇧ ←→ ⇧ ←→ Nudge selected clip left/right Hold ⌘ Hold CTRL Finer resolution while dragging clips R
R R Reverse selected audio ⇧ ⇧ Hold the shift and drag the edge of the perverted audio clip, to stretch it ⌘⇧ del CTRL⇧ del Delete time ⌘⇧ v CTRL⇧ v insert time ⌘⇧ X CTRL⇧ v Cut time ⌘ I CTRL-I Insert Silence ⌘ J CTRL-J Consolidation Choice in the clip ⌘ E CTRL-E Split clip when selecting ⌘⇧ D CTRL⇧ D Insert duplicated
time ⌘ L CTRL-L Loop the current timeline of the choice del del Return default (by the selected parameter). Double-click also runs Hold ⇧ Hold ⇧ when moving settings, moves in subtle strides r-click r-click Show Automation or Show Modulation A Toggle Automation Mode B B Draw stepped Automation Hold ⌥ Hold alt Curve
Automation ⌘ del CTRL del Delete Automation (by Automated Option) Keep ⇧ Hold ⇧ Hold for thin in ⇧crements Hold ⇧ Limit Motion Automation of either Horizontal or Vertical Hold ⌘ Hold CTRL When Drawing: Freehand Lines When Moving: Redefines Grid Binding ⌘ G CTRL-G Tracks: Group selected Tracks Device: Create a rack
with your chosen device/s - Tracks: Hide Grouped Tracks Devices: If the collapsed mode B B Draw ⌘ U CTRL-U quantize ⌘⇧ U CTRL⇧ U quantitative settings ←→ ←→ ⇧ ⇧ notes up/down in octaves ⌘ ←→ CTRL ←→ Nudge MIDI notes ⇧ ←→ ⇧ ←→ Lengthen / Shorten MIDI note ⌘⇧ D CTRL⇧ D Inserted Time M Toggle L A to L
This row causes white notes from C (key). W to O W to O This range calls black notes from C' (key W). Actual Keys: We - TYU - O and Octave down X X Octave up C Speed Reduction V V V Speed Note Jump to Content Do You Ever Feel It Takes You Forever to Finish a Track in Ableton? Do you think you could achieve much more if
you could only run faster? If this is the case for your production, don't worry. There's actually a lot of tools at your disposal that can you're improving the workflow. In particular, there is one thing you can learn that will help you save a ridiculous amount of time... And these are keyboard labels. This may seem obvious, and sometimes, they
are often overlooked by manufacturers. But since you use a lot of the same features over and over again when producing a song, these shortcuts can actually save you a lot more time than you could imagine. In fact, a study from Brainscape even calculated that you could save up to 64 hours a year using shortcuts! Imagine how many
more ideas and tracks you can come up with if you actually got 64 production hours in one year (that's almost 3 extra days!) and they not only help you save precious time; They also make your manufacturing process more enjoyable. This is because, knowing these shortcuts, you don't have to worry about scrolling through endless menus
with your mouse or pads to choose each option. And the fact is that most of these labels are very simple and easy to use. The letters that you have to enter to activate commands are usually the first letter of action that you do. For example, to save your project, it's a simple ⌘ S on MacOS, or a ctrl s on Windows that is very easy to
remember. However, it will take some time to memorize all of them, but soon enough they will become second nature. And at that point you don't even have to think about what keys you're clicking on. You will just be able to fly through your production steps. And to help you get to this point faster, feel free to keep this guide or print it out
and keep it handy when you dive into Ableton. Let's now jump into these 25 Ableton shortcuts! 1. Be sure to save: ⌘ and ⇧ s (ctrl - ⇧ s) or ⌘ S (ctrl s) At some point in our production career, we all lost some important changes or even the whole file because we didn't keep our job or something crashed. But it's you who get into the habit
of saving and making it routine in your workflow, you don't have to worry about it anymore. This can be done easily with a shortcut. If you just want to make a quick save, all you have to do is click ⌘ S (ctrl s). A good rule of thumb is to save every 20 to 30 minutes. But you can even do it more often if you want to be on the safe side
because you never know when your software might fail! You can also quickly save as a different version every time you think about taking your project in a new direction or want to create an alternative version. Just click ⌘ and ⇧ S (ctrl and ⇧ S) to save as a new file. For example, if you're working on Trap Banger 1.3 and decide that you
can come up with a better drop, for Trap Banger 2.1, so you can always go back to the previous version if your new one doesn't work. Location View / Session Session Tab Is another handy shortcut if you work in both modes frequently or need to access the faucet during mixdowns. You can throw all your ideas into a View session, and as
you find loops and pieces that work perfectly together, start throwing them into the View location to create your own track. By clicking on the Tab button, you'll be able to switch between them, smoothly. Clip review - Watching the device: ⇧ and tab (shift and tab) will you ever find yourself switching your MIDI notes and tweaking the
instrument at the same time as you create a bass line or melody? There's a way to quickly move from Clip View (where you set up MIDI information) to the device view (where you insert plugins, effects, and other processing chains). To quickly switch between these two, you can simply click ⇧ and Tab (shift and tab).4. Insert audio track:
⌘ T (ctrl and T) One of the most commonly used activities in Ableton is the insertion of new audio tracks to add new elements to the track. You want to do this every time you add a new percussion element or loop, so you can handle them individually without risking spoiling other tracks. Just click ⌘ T (ctrl and T) and you'll have a new
audio track ready. While you can also do this by dropping the sample into the black space, this method is handy if you want to insert this new track right after or between certain tracks. 5. Insert a new MIDI track: ⌘ and ⇧ t (ctrl - shift) following the previous tip, whenever you need to add a new software tool, you will need to insert a MIDI
track instead of audio. MIDI tracks will allow you to open any VST tool or MIDI effect. Hitting ⌘ and ⇧ T (ctrl and shift) will do the trick6. Insert the new MIDI clip: ⌘ and ⇧ M (ctrl - shift) Once you've added a new MIDI track, you'll need to create a MIDI clip to start drawing in your notes, chords, or templates. The quickest way to do this is
to select the length of the clip and click on the ⌘ and ⇧ M (ctrl and shift) to create a new clip.7. Activate/deactivate clips: 0 You can use number 0 to deactivate audio clips, MIDI notes, devices and tracks. Just click on the item you want to disable or activate and click on this simple command. This is very useful when you are trying out
different patterns to beat or tunes and want to check how they will sound without specific notes or drum hits. This prevents the item from being removed if you change your mind. It can also be a great way to ab your track with a certain processing chain or plug-in or off.8. Select Loop: ⌘ l (ctrl and L) Whenever you're working on a certain
section of your track, you can easily pick it up and make it loop, so you don't have to worry about stopping and playing it back from the start each Just select the section you're in on and click ⌘ l (ctrl and L) to activate the loop. To turn it off, simply click on the loop switch in the top right corner of Ableton. Check out the following label (#9),
which includes additional length variations to double or halve your cycle.9. Loop length: ⌘ - or ⌘ - (ctrl - or ctrl) When listening to parts of your track you can easily double or halve the length of the listening cycle by clicking on the ⌘ button or ⌘. In order for this to work, you first need to press the loop length bar, with the on.10 loop.
Drawing Mode: B This is useful when working with automation or drawing in notes or MIDI templates. When you press B, you turn on the draw mode. If you are in the MIDI clip, you can draw in a note, or beat the item by clicking on the box. On the other hand, if you've included automation, you'll be free to draw a curve or line.11
Undo/Redo: ⌘ - (ctrl) / ⇧ - ⌘ (shift - ctrl) Have you ever removed the perfect melody or recorded on the decisive part of your track by accident? Or even just something messed up and want to come back? Just click ⌘ (ctrl) to undo the last action and go back to the way it was before. You can do this several times until you find yourself at
the point you wanted. You can also do the opposite if you change your mind and think that the new action has improved the track. Just click ⇧ and ⌘ th (shift and ctrl) to redo your action12. Fine-tuning options: ⌘ - Drag (ctrl) To fine-tune the automation values, the position of the clips in the view of the location or notes on the grid, you
can click ⌘ - drag the mouse to the exact value (ctrl and drag). This will allow you to pinpoint the correct value or place on the grid.13 Search: ⌘ F (ctrl and F) Looking for a specific sample or synth, but can't remember exactly in which folder you have? Just click ⌘ F (ctrl and F) to activate the search function and enter what you're looking
for. Ableton will search all places for the name of the file you typed. 14. Show/ Hide browser: ⌘ alt and B (ctrl and alt) If you are working on a smaller screen and need to use the space on it effectively, you should be able to hide the browser while working on your song. Just click ⌘ alt and B (ctrl and B option) to show and hide the browser
accordingly.15. Continue playing off the stop point: ⇧ - Spacebar (shift and space) Ableton automatically plays the track from the insert marker (red triangle on the track display) every time you pause and play the track with a spacebar. One way to avoid this and resume playback is from the point you stopped it to ⇧ and spacebar (shift
and space). So you won't go back to the insertion marker every time.16 Insert Time/Deletion Time: ⌘ I (ctrl and I) / ⌘ - ⇧ delete (ctrl - shift) It's least known labels among manufacturers, but also one of the most effective and useful. Let's say your arrangement looks great and you have a lot of tracks set up, but suddenly you get a brilliant
idea for a new section to add in the middle of your location. It would be a real pain to highlight everything, start moving things, and risk leaving some parts or moving something in the wrong place. Fortunately, there is an easy way around this. Just click ⌘ I (ctrl and I) at the point where you want to insert a new section and a small box will
appear where you can enter the length of the section you want to add.17. Delete only automation: ⌘ alt and x (ctrl and alt) When editing clip automation, envelopes are automatically displayed over the editing clip. However, if you try to remove automation this way, you will delete midi notes or files. If you want to remove automation only
yourself, you can choose the section in which you want to delete it, and click on the ⌘ alt and x (ctrl and alt) remove). This way you won't delete any audio clips or items in the MIDI clip. 18. Transfer Octave: ⇧ - or ⇧ - (change or shift) when choosing notes As you test different chords, bass lines, and synth pads, you may need to check in
which octave ones will fit better. To do this quickly, simply select a chord or note that you want to transfer and click ⌘ or ⌘ (ctrl or ctrl) to make them jump up or down an octave. 19. Renaming: ⌘ R (ctrl and R) Imagine if, after a few hours of work, you have to find that one synth sound among the 87 tracks? If you have everything clearly
grouped and named, it will be a quick and painless search. That's why naming and renaming countless tracks and clips will keep your workflow and project organized. And for that, all you have to do is choose a track or clip and click on ⌘ R (ctrl and R) to rename it. As you can see, this is one of the simplest shortcuts, and it's also one of
the most used shortcuts on the list. Grid labels: ⌘ Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 (cmd No. 1, 2, 3, 4) It's super handy when you're trying to place all your samples rhythmically on the grid. You may want to mesh your with more markers, sometimes with smaller, or located in threes. Knowing the following shortcuts can help you save valuable time while
setting up a grid. ⌘ (ctrl) No 1 - narrows the grid ⌘ (ctrl) 2 - extends the grid ⌘ (ctrl) No. 3 - allows triplets ⌘ (ctrl) 4 - turns off the grid 21. Clip Consolidation: ⌘ J (ctrl and J) Let's say you're working on different variations of the cycle, whether it's a bass loop, chords or percussion. You find yourself cutting it in different parts by adding
new sections, samples and elements to it. Once you are satisfied with the result, you choose that whole and click ⌘ J (ctrl and J) to consolidate into one clip. It will also be automatically deformed during your track, so if you change the tempo, it will sync accordingly. Remember that you can't consolidate the sound while playing the track,
but you can do it for MIDI.22 clips. Split Clips: ⌘ E (ctrl and E) Is another important label for all Ableton producers. If you want to cut out a certain part of the clip to either go to another track, or adjust the profit, transpose, or warp more individually, this is the best and fastest way to do so. You can choose the point where you want to split
the clip on both sides, or where you want to share it by clicking on ⌘ e (ctrl and E).23. Duplicate: ⌘ D (ctrl and D) You can pretty much duplicate anything with ⌘ d (ctrl and D). You can choose a clip, sample, or even an audio or MIDI track. Just make sure you choose the right section. So if you want to duplicate the kick every 1/4 bar,
don't just pick a kick, but rather the start and end of the 1/4 section where the kick is present. This will make sure it is duplicated in exactly the same place.24 Group tracks/devices: ⌘ g (ctrl and G) If you want to apply the same treatment to more than one track, it is extremely useful to group these tracks together. To do this, you need to
select the tracks you want the band and click on the ⌘ G (ctrl and G). This is very common when working with drums or drums. Adding the same processing (compressors, equalizers, FXs) to the group as a whole helps them sound more cohesive together. Another way to use groups is to group tools of the same kind together, so you can
navigate the project faster and easier. Several broad categories that you can use are drums, bass, keys, pads, synths, leads, vocals, and FX. You can also group the effects chain together to quickly activate and deactivate them on the fly, on top of being able to take advantage of macro handles and collapsing groups if your clip view
becomes too cluttered. 25. MIDI Display Mode: ⌘ - M (ctrl and M) If you're working with MIDI controllers or you need to prepare a live set, you'll need to match them accordingly with the parameters you need. In order to midi display just click ⌘ M (ctrl and M), and choose what settings you want to map for your controller. Conclusion As
you can see, there are many ways to speed up the workflow and save valuable time in production sessions. And the fact is that all this will add up in the long run! Once you fully remember them and want to take your label skills one step further, you can refer to Ableton's guide for even more shortcuts. Don't Leave some of your favorite
shortcuts that you use often? Let us know in the comments below! Do you want to start the jump in Ableton Live? Live? Live? ableton live 10 keyboard shortcuts not working
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